Chrysler voyager 2001

In the current lineup, it is positioned as the lower-end Chrysler minivan, having replaced the
Dodge Grand Caravan in , below the Chrysler Pacifica. The nameplate was revived for the model
year following the discontinuation of the Dodge Grand Caravan after the model year, [1] [2] and
is rebadged as the Chrysler Grand Caravan in Canada. In Europe, the Chrysler Voyager was
rebadged as the Lancia Voyager from the to model years. The Voyager was sold with different
engines, including diesel engines , and was also available with manual transmission and a
foot-operated emergency brake. Although now produced solely in Ontario , Canada, the Grand
Voyagers were still available with diesel engines as standard. These diesel engines are based
on a modern double overhead cam common rail design from VM Motori of Italy. Following the
fifth generation, the Grand Voyager nameplate was discontinued in all markets. Together with
its nameplate variants, the Chrysler minivans have ranked as the 13th bestselling automotive
nameplate worldwide, with over 12 million sold. The Caravan was first introduced as a North
American minivan for the United States and Canadian markets, sold along with the identical
Plymouth Voyager, in November , for the model year. Interior trim, controls, and instrumentation
were borrowed from the Chrysler K platform and coupled with the lower floor enabled by the
front-wheel-drive, the Caravan featured car-like ease of entry. The line was first introduced into
the European market in as Dodge Caravans rebranded as Chryslers. Europe's Chrysler Voyager
was nearly identical to the American Dodge Caravan except that a turbocharged four-cylinder
engine and the 3. Introduced for the model year, the Chrysler Voyager in Europe continued to be
identical to the Dodge Caravan in the United States except that the 3. This would be the final
generation available with a manual transmission. There were also military modifications
available for the Voyager in South Africa, which included large fuel tanks available in and liter
capacities. The â€” models in Mexico are rebadged Dodge Caravans , although the Caravan was
sold alongside the Voyager. For , the Chrysler Voyager was identical to the Plymouth Voyager
except that the 3. Base models of the Voyager were offered in most states with either a 2. In
those locales, the 3. For the European market, Voyagers continued to be rebadged Caravans.
Unique to this market were 2. European market vans also came with manual transmissions and
in a six-passenger model with six captains chairs, not available elsewhere. According to
EuroNCAP crash test results, the model Chrysler Voyager did so badly in the frontal impact that
it earned no points, [5] making it the worst of the group. The body structure became unstable
and the steering column was driven back into the driver's chest and head'. As a result, the final
star in the adult occupant rating is struck-through'. Despite the bad results in the Euro NCAP
crash tests, statistics from the real world indicate that this is not the whole picture. Folksam is a
Swedish insurance company that in May published a report on injuries and survivability of car
models. It resembled the Town and Country more than the previous generation, the only major
cosmetic difference besides the trim where the Town and Country's is fancier was the
placement of the Chrysler emblem on the grille. In Europe Chrysler began offering the Voyager
with the first generation, followed by the second generation model in , with a new engine range
â€” including larger, more economical diesel engines 2. The fourth generation Grand Voyager
continued production for the Chinese market alongside the Dodge Grand Caravan until late
Chrysler introduced the new Grand Voyager for and successfully positioned it in the automotive
market as a luxury MPV suited for large families. In similar fashion to the other large
multi-purpose vehicles MPVs on the market the Grand Voyager is sold with a standard diesel
engine in Europe. On right hand drive RHD models the gear shift lever is placed on a
floor-mounted console between the seats, in contrast to the instrument panel positioning found
on LHD models. The Grand Voyager with diesel motor gets a combined fuel economy of 9. All
Voyagers sold since October in continental Europe are sold under the Lancia brand. Voyager
become the successor to previous unrelated series of minivans produced by Lancia, the last of
which is the Phedra. However, the parent company Fiat Chrysler Automobiles under the
leadership of CEO Sergio Marchionne has decided to shut down both Chrysler and Lancia
brands out of its European market with the exception of keeping one model of Lancia available
for sale in Italy. Due to this decision, the Lancia Voyager too is no longer being sold in Europe.
The Lancia version is offered with engines compliant with Euro V emission standards. For the
model year, the Chrysler Pacifica's low-end L and LX models were separated from the Pacifica
lineup and given the Voyager name. This marks the return of the Voyager nameplate to the
Chrysler model lineup, in which it was last used in , and the North American market, in which it
was last used in and in the United States and Mexico, respectively. The Voyager went on sale in
the U. Among the available options is the SafetyTec Group which includes rear park assist,
blind-spot monitoring and rear cross path detection. The fleet-only LXi adds easy-clean
leatherette-trimmed seating surfaces and dual heated front bucket seats. All Voyagers will be
powered by the same 3. The Chrysler Voyager has incorporated various seating systems for
their minivans to enhance interior flexibility. In , Chrysler introduced a second row bench seat

integrating two child booster seats. These seats continued as an available option through fifth
generation until they were discontinued in In , Chrysler had introduced a system of seats to
simplify installation, removal, and re-positioningâ€” marketed as Easy-Out Roller Seats. The
system remained in use throughout the life of the Chrysler Voyager. When installed, the seats
are latched to floor-mounted strikers. When unlatched, eight rollers lift each seat, allowing it to
be rolled fore and aft. Tracks have locator depressions for rollers, thus enabling simple
installation. Ergonomic levers at the seatbacks release the floor latches single-handedly without
tools and raise the seats onto the rollers in a single motion. Additionally, seatbacks were
designed to fold forward. Seat roller tracks are permanently attached to the floor and seat
stanchions are aligned, facilitating the longitudinal rolling of the seats. Bench seat stanchions
were moved inboard to reduce bending stress in the seat frames, allowing them to be lighter.
When configured as two- and three- person benches, the Easy Out Roller Seats could be
unwieldy. In , Chrysler introduced a system of second and third row seating that folded
completely into under-floor compartments â€” marketed as Stow 'n Go seating and exclusively
available on long-wheelbase models. With both rows folded, the vans have a flat load floor and
a maximum cargo volume of The Stow 'n Go system is not offered on the Volkswagen Routan ,
a rebadged nameplate variant of the Chrysler minivans. Chrysler introduced a seating system in
, marketed as Swivel'n Go. In the seating system, two full-size second-row seats swivel to face
the third row. A detachable table can be placed between the second and third row seats. The
Swivel'n Go seating system includes the third-row seating from the Stow'n Go system. These
Swivel 'n Go seats are manufactured by Intier Corp. The tracks, risers and swivel mechanisms
are assembled by Camslide, a division of Intier. The system is noted for its high strength. The
swivel mechanism includes bumpers that stabilize the seat while in the lock position. When
rotated the seat comes off these bumpers to allow easy rotation. The seat is not meant to be left
in an unlocked position or swiveled with the occupant in it, although this will not damage the
swivel mechanism. In the early years of its marketing â€” , the Voyager was manufactured in
North America and exported to Europe. They were built with gasoline and diesel engines , with
manual transmission version, in short-wheelbase SWB and long-wheelbase versions, and in
right and left-hand drive versions all sold as Chrysler Voyager. The fifth generation Voyagers
â€” have been exported to Europe from Windsor , Canada, where they are produced. Beginning
in October , they were exported and sold as the Lancia Voyager in most European markets, as
Chrysler operations were merged with those of Lancia in many European countries. In the
United Kingdom, only the Grand Voyager is marketed. Since , the Voyager is sold under the
Lancia badge in Europe to strengthen the Chrysler-Lancia integration, though it remains
branded as the Chrysler Voyager in the United Kingdom and Ireland. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this
article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. This article is about the Chrysler minivan. For the previous Plymouth minivan, see
Plymouth Voyager. For other Chrysler minivans, see Chrysler minivans. Motor vehicle. Lancia
Voyager â€” Chrysler Grand Caravan â€”present. This section does not cite any sources. Please
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Turbo. Fiat S. Models also known as Trim Levels, are used to identify a vehicle's level of
equipment or special features. The velour seats are extremely comfortable! The air conditioning
works very satisfactorily. The heating system no longer works the way it should, but it can
provide much heat after the automobile has Van is great on gas has a lot of room nice air
conditioner and sound system am FM radio with cassette player great color maroon has a
smooth ride we travel a lot and have 2 dogs and a cat that always I like the ease of driving and
the comfort of this car. It is easy to see degrees. I'm not crazy about the design of the
windshield wipers,they Could have more efficiency. My van is comfortable and reliable. I keep
the rear seats out of the van and use it to van camp or travel with my dogs. Even though it is
old, it runs great, air conditioning is cold. I bought it used It's great in gas milage easy to handle
room enough for everyone. Is the best one out there is great for the price. I love how roomy it is.
Can fit 8 passengers. Removable seats to be able to move things. Good on gas. Wish for more
ventilation. The second row seating can open some windows. I love how the spare tire It is been
in the family since and with general maintenance has never had any real big problems.
Surprising how well this van is made, I never thought I would have it over 10 years and we're My
Chrysler is old and is needing lots of repairs. But it has lasted a long time. The Hyundai has
done well. No major repairs and the dealer handles them fine. It is comfortable for the
passengers but I love my voyager. It's very roomy and the fold down seats are super
convenient. The only issue I had was with the Cadillac converter or whatever it is called. Like lots of room and it's higher than a car. Adapted,to become a handicapped van so it now seats 4
and carries the wheelchair. Very useful although we are wondering when we need to replace
The Chrysler grand voyager se is a great vehicle It has plenty of room for adults and kids
features front and rear air-conditioning also is rather easy on gas. I like the storage capabilities.
I like the safety features. I have no complaints. Very few problems and great fuel mileage. I did
have to replace a motor once at a large price but the savings on fuel has paid for it. Mostly love
this minivan. Lots of room, nice ride, lousy gas mileage. I figured this 2. I bought mine used in
early with only 45, miles. Previous owner took good care of it. Tires were like new when I got it.
Also used repair shop's free inspections of front end, brakes, exhaust and suspension. All was
good. Now exhaust is just starting to get a little loud and tailpipe is hanging low. Relatively few
problems for a 19 year old vehicle. Other than being a base model with no options or power
anything I would recommend and would buy again! I love my van, it's very spacious and
comfortable. We got ours used but everything was in decent condition. Daily wear and tear on
the vehicle has made the it start showing its age. Otherwise vehicle runs smooth and is a
comfortable ride. Can seat up to 6 passengers if I'm correct with third row of seats. Has heat
and air conditioning, has reliably gotten me to and from work for the past year with only 1 issue
with my radiator was busted. Air conditioning seems to not cool the whole car down like it use
to. Van is great on gas has a lot of room nice air conditioner and sound system am FM radio
with cassette player great color maroon has a smooth ride we travel a lot and have 2 dogs and a
cat that always go with us plenty of room for all of us paid a reasonable price for it. At miles,
except require regular maintenance the van has been an excellent vehicle. Most vans i had
about miles the transmission started to break down. This vehicle shift just as good Change
Year. Used Fair Market Range Zip. MPG up to. Source FuelEconomy. Overview See below.
Owner Reviews. For Sale Near Me. Exterior Photos. Interior Photos. Color Photos. Select an
Exterior Color. Patriot Blue Pearl. Steel Blue Pearl. Inferno Red Pearl. Shale Green Met. Aqua
Green Met. Dark Garnet Red Pearl. Bright Silver Met. Champagne Pearl Met. Stone White.
Chrysler Voyager Models Models also known as Trim Levels, are used to identify a vehicle's
level of equipment or special features. View Details. Top Positive Owner Reviews. Beautiful,
roomy, comfortable vehicle! Read More. An awesome minivan! Perfect for traveling. Holds
seven people. Seats come out easily With proper maintenance, this car is long I would say it will
continue to perform with Gas mileage comfort and easy to drive Just how comfortable it is for
long rides Still running strong, going on 18 years. Top Negative Owner Reviews. It's a bit small
for a big person like me. Roomy and almost no problems. It's absolutely Horrible on gas. Do not
buy I has a lot of brake lines 8 and when one Handicapped van. Our relative has MS and Both
side doors open car seats built into Its outstanding safety rating. The storage The vehicle that
keeps on going and going. Jay Gibson wrote on May 22, Cassandra T wrote on September 19,

Richard W wrote on July 15, See All Reviews Owner Reviews For Problems. A out standing built
van, fewest problem Combined MPG: Owner's Choice. Road Test Video Reviews. See all Safety
Features. Browse By Category. Small Cars. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle
History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Text Alex at for more information!!!
Odometer is miles below market average! Hello and welcome to Royal Motorcars Inc! Family
owned and operated for over 15 years. Our banks and lenders work with you to get you
approved for the vehicle of your choice. Give us a call today to schedule an appointment. Don't
have a ride to us? We will come pick you up! We accept all trade-ins in any condition! Looking
forward to seeing you at our dealership and helping you out in all of your car buying needs!
Price also excludes tax title tags government fees any emissions testing charges dealer
documentation fee and any finance charges if applicable. All prices subject to change call
dealer for accuracy. Thank you and see you here at Royal Motorcars Inc!! We specialize in hand
selecting our pre-owned inventory and providing an amazing array of vehicles on our lot here in
Apex, NC. The price you see is our very best price! All of our vehicles are priced below market
value. We provide a hassle-free buying experience. Auto Boutique is proud to offer excellent,
pre-owned vehicles. With our no haggle pricing policy you can be sure you're getting the best
deal possible on every car as they already discounted and thousands below market value.
Buying a car from us is easy. Give us a call to confirm if we are partnered with your lender. Visit
our web site to fill out an application for a quick and easy approval. Thank you for considering
Auto Boutique for your next vehicle purchase. Just minutes away! Number of Previous Owners:
Owner count not provided. We Deliver! Please consider inquiring about our vehicle pick-up and
delivery services. Our online digital storefront will continue to be a helpful resource for
shopping inventory, vehicle research, service and parts information, and communicating
directly with the dealership. No matter the department you're looking to reach, we have staff
that can assist your needs. Thorough cleanings of the dealership facilities daily. Sanitizing gel
and foam stations available on-site. Our staff has been given specific instructions on hand
washing and the importance of staying home if they feel ill. Adhering to the recommended six
feet of social distance from other staff and customers. Tax,title, and license are extra. Our
showroom, amenities, and service drive are open extended hours for your convenience. As the
leading Toyota dealer in Arlington, our name has become synonymous with honesty and
integrity. We have grown into one of the largest Toyota dealers in the Dallas and Fort Worth
area. Our outstanding staff of dedicated sales professionals is here to help you find the perfect
new car for you and your family. Visit us today and see why our commitment to customer
service, our large selection of new and used vehicles and our reliable service center have made
Vandergriff Toyota one of Arlington's favorite Toyota dealerships! Customer Requested and
Dealer Added Options are extra. Engine: 6-cylinders Drive Wheel Configuration: front wheel
drive. Extremely well equipped, 1-Owner clean Carfax, and meticulously clean inside and out.
We offer factory direct cars at factory direct prices! We offer bumper to bumper extended
warranties on all of our vehicles for up to 5 years or , miles. We also accept all trades and offer
competitive financing options with very low rates. Former Rental Vehicle. Prices are subject to
change without notice. The information contained herein is deemed reliable but not guaranteed.
Dealer is not responsible for any misprint involving the description of vehicles. It is the sole
responsibility of the buyer to physically inspect and verify such information, accessories,
condition, and cosmetic defects prior to purchasing. Vehicles come with one key, dealership is
not responsible for cost of additional keys. Please confirm the accuracy of the included
equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Transfer of vehicle from another location to your
neighborhood Enterprise Car Sales may require payment of a non-refundable transfer fee to
begin the process. Contact a Sales Consultant for details. Call us for further details or stop by
today for a test drive! Coverage runs concurrently with manufacturer warranty. Restrictions
apply. Vehicles subject to prior sale. We make every effort to provide accurate information
including but not limited to price, miles and vehicle options, but please verify with your local
Enterprise Car Sales location before purchasing. Current mileage may vary due to test drives
and vehicle relocation. Used vehicles were previously part of Enterprise short term rental, lease
fleet or purchased by Enterprise from other sources including auto auctions, with previous use
possibly short term rental, lease or other. Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No
haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to
certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Just what you've
been looking for. With quality in mind, this vehicle is the perfect addition to take home. You've
found the one you've been looking for.
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Your dream car. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these
products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. We specialize in
hand selecting our pre-owned inventory and providing an amazing array of vehicles on our lot
here in Sanford, NC. Contact the dealer for delivery details, restrictions and costs. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Mileage 0 65K. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic
Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 6 cylinders Interior Color Black Dark
Brown. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added
listings. Not provided. No accidents. Know The Deal. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings.
Overall Consumer Rating. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

